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About the Logistics 
Report

Welcome to the FTA Logistics 

Report 2018, sponsored by 

Santander.

The report reflects on the 

principal events and trends of the 

past year.

It contains the findings of FTA’s 

yearly Logistics Industry Survey, 

as well as data from an array of 

respected sources, bespoke 

analysis commissioned by FTA, 

and insights from FTA’s policy 

experts.
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About FTA

We support, shape and stand-up for efficient logistics

FTA is one of the biggest business groups in the UK, supporting, shaping and standing up 
for efficient logistics. We are the only organisation in the UK that represents all of logistics, 
with members from the road, rail, sea and air industries, as well as the buyers of freight 
services such as retailers and manufacturers whose businesses depend on the efficient 
movement of goods.

An effective supply chain is vital to Keep Britain Trading, directly impacting over seven 
million people employed in making, selling and moving the goods that affect everyone 
everywhere.

With Brexit, technology and other disruptive forces driving changes in the way goods move 
across borders and through the supply chain, logistics has never been more important to 
UK plc.

As champions and challengers, FTA speaks to government with one voice on behalf of the 
whole sector, greatly increasing the impact of our messages and achieving amazing results 
for members.

Find out more at fta.co.uk

http://www.fta.co.uk/
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Logistics performance

• Many sectors of the UK economy were 

less buoyant in 2017

• Uncertainty over Britain’s future 

trading relationship with Europe and 

increasing inflation affected 

investment and consumer spending

• Logistics’ activity levels were resilient, 

if not robust

• Respondents to the FTA Logistics 

Industry Survey rated the impact of 

margin erosion over the next year as 

of particular concern

Impact of external factors on business



Logistics performance: road

• Domestic and international road freight 

performance was positive in 2017

• Expectations this will continue through 2018 –

reflecting recent strength in manufacturing 

sector, continued increase in goods lifted and 

buoyant exports

• FTA Logistics Industry Survey found 

investment increased on balance for HGV, van 

and trailer fleets

• Expected fleet investment for 2018 broadly 

the same as last year for HGVs and trailers –

van investment anticipated to be more modest

• Large-scale investment intentions for 2018 

remain subdued but better than a year ago

Confidence in business growth in the next three 
years



Logistics performance: road

• Four of the five top 

road freight sectors 

indicated there was 

a positive outlook 

for business 

expectations in 

2018 compared to 

2017

• But the public 

authority sector 

expressed a strong 

decrease in 

business 

expectation

Business expectation for top 5 sectors for 2018 compared to 2017



Logistics performance: rail

• FTA Logistics Industry Survey indicated a rebound in activity for intermodal services in 2017 – mainly linked 
to deep sea container shipping beyond the EU

• Substantial increase in intermodal activity into 2018

• Bulk freight moved by rail fell again in 2017 – by 1 per cent – linked to a further fall in coal movements for 
thermal power generation

Rail freight moved by market segment 2007 to 2017



Logistics performance: air

• FTA’s Logistics Industry Survey found 

mixed sentiment for imports and 

exports in 2017 although an 

improvement on 2016

• Air freight imports and exports 

showed growth or remained the 

same, except for the Middle East, 

which declined

• Outlook for 2018 is less positive, with 

respondents expecting a decline on 

some key routes



Logistics performance: sea

• International sea freight customers reported the strongest trade lane growth in 2017 to and from the Far 
East

• FTA Logistics Industry Survey respondents predicted 2018 should be a good year for international shipping, 
with growth expected on all routes – apart from South American exports



Logistics performance: fuel

• Bulk fuel prices at the end of 2017 were slightly higher compared to a year 

earlier due to the weak pound and the continuing rise of the price of crude oil

• There were year-on-year increases of 3.2 per cent for bulk diesel prices

• The price of Brent Crude rose by 16.7 per cent to a monthly average of $64.09 a 

barrel in December 2017  

Change in principal transport fuel prices in 2017



What FTA is doing…

Fuel duty – FTA is calling for:
• a reduction in fuel duty on diesel by 3 pence per litre
• (in the absence of a reduction) government to keep fuel duty frozen 

at 2010 levels
• a commensurate or larger reduction in duty on red diesel (and track 

access charges) for rail transport and alternative fuels

Infrastructure investment – FTA is calling for:
• government to reconfirm commitment to rail and road infrastructure improvements 

into the 2020s, protect the role of freight-related improvements in rail spending, and 
provide more funds for maintenance of the existing road network

• support for the construction of a third runway at Britain’s air global cargo hub –
Heathrow

Skills – FTA is calling for:
• government to reform the Apprenticeship Levy to make it a training levy – open to 

more forms of vocational training
• the removal of the 20 per cent off-the-job training restriction for apprenticeships within 

England
• better driver facilities to encourage more to join the industry and stay
• raising awareness of logistics



International trade and connectivity

• The scale of the challenge of ensuring 

‘frictionless trade’ between the UK, the EU 

and the rest of the world after Brexit came 

into sharper focus in 2017

• Respondents to the FTA Logistics Industry 

Survey said investment in road 

improvements was the most important 

thing politicians could do to support 

efficient logistics

• The top three actions they would like 

government to take were to cut fuel duty, 

invest in roads, infrastructure and facilities 

and resolve the Brexit situation

UK global trade in goods 2017



International trade and connectivity: 
competitiveness

• Responses indicated a small decline in 

competitiveness globally and within 

the EU compared to 2016

• The UK ranked eighth in the Global 

Competitiveness Index for 2017/18, 

falling one place since 2016/17

• Of respondents to the FTA Logistics 

Industry Survey, 14 per cent had 

deferred investment decisions since 

the vote to leave the EU

UK competitiveness global ranking 2017



• The FTA Logistics Industry Survey 

asked whether restricting free 

movement of people from the EU would 

harm business, 35 per cent said it 

would – manufacturing and distribution 

and haulage were the most affected

• Biggest internal challenge to 

international growth – ‘Maintaining 

profitability’ (67 per cent)

• Participants considered ‘Market 

uncertainties caused by Brexit’ to be 

the biggest external challenge to 

international growth (57 per cent)

International trade and connectivity: 
competitiveness

Will restricting freedom of movement of people from 
the EU harm your business (responses by sector)?

External challenges to growing internationally



International trade and connectivity: 
ports

• 484 million tonnes were handled by UK ports in 2016, 
down by 2.6 per cent on the previous year

• Unitised traffic grew steadily for the fourth consecutive 
year; 24.1 million units of traffic passed through UK ports 
in 2016, a rise of 1.8 per cent

• The FTA Logistics Industry Survey found that port 
congestion and capacity worsened in 2017. With the 
balance of opinion that there had been the largest 
deterioration in availability of road inland haulage for 
containers

Freight handled by major ports in 
2016 compared to 2015

Factors in UK port congestion in 2017



• UK airports handled 2.41 million tonnes of air freight in 

2016, 4.8 per cent more than in 2015 and exceeding the 

former peak of 2.37 million tonnes in 2004

• Heathrow was the largest by volume, handling 1.54 million 

tonnes in 2016 – 63.9 per cent of the total and over five 

times more than the next largest airport, East Midlands 

International

• Respondents to the FTA Logistics Industry Survey stated 

that there was a substantial deterioration in congestion at 

UK international airports last year

International trade and connectivity: 
airports



What FTA is doing…

Connectivity – FTA is calling for:

• a third runway at Heathrow

• protection of early-morning flight arrivals into Heathrow

• deep sea shipping competition/service level issues to be addressed

• investment in rail and road links to/from UK ports

• mode shift revenue support for coastal shipping services

• planning and grant support for port developments where needed

• a long-term, sustainable alternative to Operation Stack

Brexit – FTA is calling for a positive agenda focused on:

• making the most of global opportunities

• retaining maximum and as frictionless as possible access to EU markets after Brexit

• making the most of Brexit domestically to build a stronger Britain

continued on next slide…



…continued from previous slide

FTA is calling for adoption of eight priorities to Keep Britain Trading:

• urgent confirmation of the terms and duration of the transition/implementation period

• frictionless trading arrangements during the transition/implementation period

• continued access for UK companies to the benefits of EU agreements with third 

countries throughout the transition period

• urgent clarification regarding the UK’s customs classification system, duty rates and 

VAT arrangements to be used after Brexit in the absence of an agreement

• arrangements ensuring that conformity, sanitary and phytosanitary checks can take 

place at the point of production rather than at the border

• continued unrestricted numbers of vehicles able to cross the UK-EU border

• continued recognition of vocational driving licences and qualifications, eg Driver 

Certificate of Professional Competence

• ability to retain EU workers currently employed by the UK logistics sector and 

continued access to EU logistics workers employed in the UK on a seasonal basis, but 

not permanent residents in the UK, to cope with peak demand

What FTA is doing…



National and local logistics: air quality

• The movement of goods within the UK is 

undergoing fundamental change with new 

thinking on planning the urban 

environment, air quality, access charging 

and infrastructure investment as well as 

safety

• Increased restrictions are planned on 

goods vehicle access in some UK cities for 

air quality reasons

• 30+ English local authorities are 

effectively required to introduce a Clean 

Air Zone (CAZ) and must identify their 

preferred options by the end of 2018

Contributors to roadside nitrogen oxide 
levels



National and local logistics: air quality

• FTA’s Logistics Industry Survey asked participants about diesel vehicles and emissions. The 

majority agreed that improving air quality and reducing emissions was a priority for their 

business

• A third were worried about the cost of scrapping nonconforming vehicles

• Most had not reduced their fleet because of concerns about emissions

Air quality and fleets



National and local logistics: road 

reliability, tolls and charging

• Government has made progress in 

infrastructure planning with the 

publication of the initial report from 

Highways England on its spending 

plans for Road Investment Strategy 2 

(covering 2020 to 2025)

• According to the FTA Logistics Industry 

Survey, the perceived rate of 

deterioration in reliability on the road 

network improved slightly for urban 

and city roads in 2017 but was the 

same as the previous year for 

motorway and trunk roads

Reliability of the road network index



National and local logistics: rail freight 

investment

• Record levels of intermodal rail freight movements from deep sea ports and construction sector usage show how 
supporting rail can help secure further growth to the benefit of logistics

• This brings new challenges, as freight operates across institutional boundaries, this is one of the reasons why the 
new Freight and National Passenger Operators (FNPO) route organisational structure was established by Network 
Rail in April 2017

• New rail freight strategies from the UK and Scottish governments support rail freight growth and existing 
operations on the rail network

• The FTA Logistics Industry Survey found that while the level of reliability of roads overall was still below that of 
rail, the gap between them had narrowed

Road and rail network reliability



National and local logistics: water freight

• Britain’s canals and rivers could be playing a bigger role in logistics but changes in local and 
central government policy and planning approaches would be needed to make this happen

• In 2016, the total amount of goods moved by all domestic waterborne freight declined by 3 per 
cent to 30.4 billion tonne kilometres, there has been a decline in one-port and coastwise traffic

Goods moved by waterborne transport by type



National and local logistics: safety

• In 2016, the HGV accident rate (for all severities) per 

billion vehicle miles had fallen by 44 per cent since 2006 

and the number of HGV fatal accidents per billion vehicle 

miles was 35 per cent lower

• Van accident rates followed a similar trajectory, with a 

reduction of 32 per cent and 45 per cent for accidents of 

all severities and fatal accidents per billion vehicle miles

• London has been developing its own plans for a Direct 

Vision Standard which would apply to all N3 category 

vehicles (goods vehicles over 12 tonnes)

• A permit scheme and a safe system, which recognises 

investment in other forms of safety equipment, will now 

apply to vehicles which do not meet the one-star Direct 

Vision Standard rating when the scheme is introduced in 

2020

Number of accidents and casualties 
involving HGVS



What FTA is doing…

Clean Air Zones (CAZ) – FTA is calling for:

• CAZs to be kept as small as possible

• to start as late as possible so that industry has time to prepare

• sunset clauses to be in place for operators based within the CAZs

• financial support should be given to help society make the transition 

to cleaner vehicles

London Direct Vision Standard (DVS) – FTA is calling for:

• Transport for London (TfL) to make information on star ratings for all HGVs available to 

operators as soon as possible

• a delay in start dates for DVS and the Ultra Low Emission Zone allowing operators 

enough time to plan fleets

• confirmation on what will be required under the safety permit scheme as soon as 

possible, so operators can budget and make the right purchasing decisions

• vehicle standards to be set at a EU/UN level and not by individual cities

continued on next slide…



What FTA is doing…

Rail freight optimisation – FTA is calling for:

• a long-term stable fiscal environment

• a consistent measure of the environmental impact and benefits of rail freight

• funding and support for innovation and technology

• a focus on efficiency improvements by the System Operator

• a joined-up approach to the planning of freight

• robust contingency planning

Water freight optimisation – FTA is calling for:

• protection for existing riverside and canal wharves

• more investment in canal infrastructure

• better water freight coordination across regions in the UK, and national coordination

• more engagement to take place with shippers to promote the benefits of water freight

…continued from previous slide

Retiming deliveries – FTA is calling for:

• local authorities logistics and customers to review overnight delivery restrictions to allow 

deliveries to be made overnight and at less busy times of day



Image, innovation and skills

• The logistics industry suffers from negative perceptions in terms of image and career 
opportunities, which has led to skills gaps and a lack of diversity

• The FTA Logistics Industry Survey asked participants to rate their perception of 
government and public understanding of the logistics industry. The level of public 
understanding was rated as similar to 2016, at 0.93, showing no improvement. 

• Respondents also indicated that they believed government understanding had 
deteriorated (from 1.97 last year to 1.82 this year)

Industry perception of government and public 
understanding of the role of logistics in the economy



• The logistics industry lack diversity – it is dominated by male workers (87 per cent) and people who describe 
themselves as ethnically white (91 per cent)

• According to the FTA Logistics Industry Survey, the logistics vocation with the largest proportion of EU workers 
was warehouse staff, where they represent one in six, followed by HGV drivers where they are one in seven

• Respondents were asked to rate their anticipation of staff shortages in 2018 across key logistics vocations. Over 
10 per cent anticipated an inability to fill HGV driver vacancies. Of the key logistics vocations, fitter, mechanic 
and technician roles are anticipated to be the hardest to fill. Overall, forklift driver jobs are expected to be the 
easiest to recruit

• The most popular measures to address and improve recruitment and retention of new staff were investment in 
new vehicles and improved driver facilities, followed by promotion of driving and other logistics professions to 
young people

Workforce, staffing and labour

Availability of skilled workers in logistics



Safer, cleaner and more productive 

logistics

• Empty running increased but shorter journeys and better loading 

factors meant HGVs moved 11.8 per cent more goods in 2016 

compared to 2015

• In the longer term, automation could unlock significant 

efficiencies in the road freight sector, especially when the point is 

reached where vehicles can move unaccompanied

• The UK’s overall maritime freight volumes are relatively static, 

but underlying trends include the continued rise of containerised 

traffic, directional imbalances due to more trade in imports than 

exports, the importance of unitised freight, declining bulk energy 

product flows and the emergence of new, niche trades such as 

biomass

• The Global Shippers’ Forum and Cargo iQ have been making 

progress in enhancing transparency in air key performance 

indicators

• Digitalisation could provide key improvements for rail freight to 

increase capacity, especially for cross-London freight flows to the 

key radial intermodal corridors from the ports of Felixstowe, 

Southampton and London Gateway across London to the 

Midlands, North and Wales

Empty running, load factors and fuel 
consumption for UK registered HGVs



What FTA is doing…

Image and industry needs – FTA is calling for:

• free access for UK logistics to the EU market after Brexit

• government assistance in forging new trade deals with leading and 

emerging economic powers

• increased investment in public infrastructure, both road and rail

• reduction of infrastructure costs associated with rail transport and 

protection for water freight access

• identification and removal where possible of burdens on logistics, 

especially for urban deliveries

Driver facilities – FTA is calling for:

• support for FTA’s Driver’s Facilities Charter which looks to national and local government 

to consider the provision of suitable facilities for drivers in the planning of infrastructure 

on the road and at development sites

• drivers, truck stop and service area operators and operators of distribution centres and 

other delivery sites to cooperate to provide and respect the need for facilities

continued on next slide…



…continued from previous slide

Innovation – FTA is calling for:

• promotion of initiatives that encourage innovation and understanding of technologies that 

will allow deliveries

• to be reduced, re-timed or moved by a different mode of transport

• support the development of refuelling and charging infrastructure for alternative fuels and 

power sources that deliver environmental benefits

• secure biomethane supplies for the transport sector

• recognise Green Gas Certificates for transport carbon reporting

• allow derogations in vehicle weights and dimensions limits to allow for new tanks and 

equipment

• work with vehicle operators to understand better the barriers to wider uptake of 

alternative fuels and work collaboratively to remove them

• government to allow research and testing of load efficient road freight concepts – to 

assess safety and environmental performance

• government to make longer semi-trailers permanent as they have passed these tests

What FTA is doing…



Logistics dashboard: Costs and fuel

NB Indicators 1-10 cover the economy 
and may be found in the full report



Logistics dashboard: Road transport 
industry



Logistics dashboard: Safety



Logistics dashboard: Efficiency



Logistics dashboard: Traffic flows



Find out more at fta.co.uk/logisticsreport18
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